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Inside this week’s edition…
The USD Week - Bias is Neutral-to-Bullish
- by Tony Nyman, p3-4
A very tentative possible triple top between 102.93-00 and there is a feeling
that the Dollar might have lost some of its allure following Friday's news that
California issued a statewide 'stay in place' order.

Euro Corp Comment: Unilever & ENGIE Pay Up But Show Deals Can Get Done
- by Matthew Barrett, p5-6
Euro IG/split-rated corporate issuance jumped to EUR4.5bn last week (from
EUR800m), all of which came on Friday courtesy of Unilever and ENGIE which
made the most of a more upbeat broader tone to secure funding.

Whatever Happened to The Safe Haven Czech Koruna?
- by Natalie Rivett, p7-9
Another currency that has slid down the performance ranking this year is the
Czech Koruna, which has come under increasing sell pressure over the past
month, to leave EUR/CZK pushing above the 27 handle on 16 March for the first
time since the floor was removed in April 2017.

The AUD Week - Bias is Bearish
- by Mark Mitchell, p10-11
It is hard to know where to start when writing these weeks ahead at the
moment. Volatility in FX markets is extraordinarily high, with the range in
AUD/USD so far this month being a quite incredible 0.5510 to 0.6685.

China Insight: What Does Recent IRS Curve Steepening Imply?
- by Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang, p12-13
China's activity growth data for February was much weaker than expected,
suggesting there is a very good chance the Q1 GDP y/y will fall into negative
territory.
Know The Flows: Investors Turn Investment Grade Funds to Cash in mid-March
- by Cameron Brandt, p14
Seeking to liquidate assets without locking in big losses, investors cashed out of
Bond Funds on an epic scale during the third week of March.

BTP/Bund Spread – Reversal From 279 Targets 161/129
- by Ed Blake, p16
Look for further narrowing to 161, below which re-opens the key 129/130 lows.
Reverse stance on a return above 233.

USD Index – Bulls Eye 107.18-109.14 Fibonacci Confluence
- by Andrew Dowdell, p17
Scope is seen for further recovery, targeting a cluster of Fibonacci resistance
levels in the 107.18-109.14 area. Below 94.650 signals bullish failure.
Gold – Support at 1445.70 is Key to Longer-Term Direction
- by Ed Blake, p18
Buy dips as bulls seek to resume the long-term uptrend for 1597.98/1703.39. Stop
and reverse on a sustained break under 1445.70 as this would negate bulls and
confirm broader topping.
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The USD Week - Bias is Neutral-to-Bullish
By Tony Nyman, Head of G10 FX

continued page 4
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The USD Week – cont’d
Expected USD Index trading range is 100.50-103.75.
A very tentative possible triple top between 102.93-00 and there is a feeling that the
DOLLAR might have lost some of its allure following Friday's news that California issued a
statewide 'stay in place' order.
The latest is the Democrats blocking the Senate from advancing the massive Usd 2tln aid
package for the States, as both parties disagree on key sections at this stage.
That news coincides with Fed's Bullard remarking US unemployment rate may hit 30% and
GDP could drop -50% in Q2 due to shutdowns. Recall we reported GS predicting an almost
unbelievable -24% drop Friday.
Some horrid US data could be seen this week, with the likes of US durable orders
Wednesday.
The third release of Q4 GDP Thursday also (2.1% forecast), but we suspect initial claims on
the same day will be main release. Recall we talked Thu that the 281k figure versus the
220k median had now become the new NFPs. A main event.
This week's forecast is 1500k and Bloomberg poll extremes stand at 250k and 4000k!!!
There was certainly some commotion when the red headline - BANK OF AMERICA
PROJECTS 3 MLN U.S. JOBLESS CLAIMS THIS WEEK - hit.
Some independent weights hitting, big ones, and perhaps that is chief reason the YEN
starts the week as favourite haven.
RISK - Another vote at the Senate today. Surely in the national interest, an agreement will
ultimately be done. Of course, the US president could be thinking if the Democrats are
seen as the obstacle to getting things done that could be a vote winner for November!
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• Bulls look set to re-test the 2017 peak (3 Jan) at 103.82, following the sharp reversal
higher off Mar's 94.650 low
• Current easing from Fri's 102.992 high should attract fresh buyers ahead of the
Feb/Oct, 99.910/.667 former peaks (also houses 38.2% of Mar's rally at 99.805)
• Only below 200-DMA (approx 97.93)/61.8% retrace (97.837) weakens
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Euro Corp Comment: Unilever & ENGIE Pay Up But Show Deals
Can Get Done
By Matthew Barrett, Senior Analyst
Euro IG/split-rated corporate issuance jumped to EUR4.5bn last week (from EUR800m), all
of which came on Friday courtesy of Unilever and ENGIE which made the most of a more
upbeat broader tone to secure funding.

more than 10,000 people globally.

The borrowers went live at the end of the week amid a broader risk rally with equities and
credit extending gains seen on Thursday in the wake of huge QE packages announced by
global central banks to help try and counter the impacts of the COVID-19 outbreak which
had largely kept issuers on the side-lines over the last few weeks. Included was the ECB's
additional EUR750bn coronavirus related easing package targeting public and private assets,
including corporate debt.
Friday's duo saved us from the first blank issuance week of the year and the first nonDec/Aug weekly blank (when markets are traditionally in holiday mode) since way back in
the w/e 21-Apr-2017.
Looking at the positives from the week, and it was good to see that Unilever and ENGIE
could both get their respective EUR2bn two-part and EUR2.5bn three-tranche transactions
away despite ongoing uncertainty surrounding the coronavirus outbreak.
And, investors placed orders worth a jumbo EUR21.5bn for the EUR4.5bn on offer showing
that they are willing to add exposure for the right name and at the right price (more below).
Bankers we spoke to said that the two issuers were the “perfect names to go in the current
climate and test the waters" with both being big blue-chip borrowers whose debt is CSPP
eligible. Just how much the ECB took of the bonds will be closely watched when the
distribution stats are revealed.
The deals came in what, for many, will be a new environment where the virus outbreak
means that large swathes of participants are having to work remotely in unprecedented
circumstances as they attempt to help limit the spread of the virus which has now killed
Back to Index Page

It was noticeable, however, that both Unilever and ENGIE had to offer huge premiums to
entice investors to play ball in the current climate.
continued page 6
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Euro Corp Comment – cont’d
Despite the five tranches being ramped in between 20-25bps from IPTs to re-offer, the final
average NIC on offer was an eye-catching 46bps which compares to minimal and often
negative NICs seen before the coronavirus pandemic took a hold.
Those premiums are, of course, derived from curves which have also widened significantly
over the last three weeks so on an historical basis are huge. Taking Unilever as an example,
the borrower was able to secure EUR650m of 30yr funding last June (1.5% Jun 2039) at m/s
+73 whilst this time around its 5yr trade landed at almost double that (m/s +140)
Looking ahead to what supply may lay in store and market participants we spoke to said that
whilst Friday's deals provided encouragement, the more upbeat broader market
tone must hold to make other issuers even think about going to market.

That, of course, is not guaranteed with markets expected to remain extremely volatile until
there is respite in the form of a cure, or vaccine, for the coronavirus, or a control in its
infection rate.
Should the tone hold, then the question is how many other any other blue-chip names,
which are also the type of issuers who are usually most conservative, will want to hit the
market at the extremely elevated levels? And, should a riskier name want to come then
what will they have to pay to entice investors and secure the funding they require?
Either way, those borrowers that hit the market in the early part of the year or indeed prefunded in 2019 when rates were at historic lows will probably be sitting pretty happy right
now.
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Whatever Happened to The Safe Haven Czech Koruna?
By Natalie Rivett, Senior Analyst
EUR/CZK through 27 handle for first time since 2017
Concerns about the health of the global economy amid the unrelenting spread of the
coronavirus are so entrenched that the host of interest rate cuts and other efforts seen so
far from the Fed and peers have failed to ignite even the smallest spark of enthusiasm. Fear
looks to have settled in the market that a global recession is inevitable, resulting in across
the board deleveraging.
EM currencies that had been overbought have been left particularly vulnerable. To this, the
likes of the Russian Rouble and the Mexican Peso have stood out. Another currency that has
slid down the performance ranking this year is the Czech Koruna, which has come under
increasing sell pressure over the past month, to leave EUR/CZK pushing above the 27 handle
on 16 March for the first time since the floor was removed in April 2017. The currency pair
has advanced ca. 9% over the past month.
The drivers of the outsize move from what is usually a safe-haven currency?
What we have been seeing is a cleaning out of heavy short EUR/CZK positions that had built
up steadily in anticipation of the removal of the 27 floor that had been in place since late
2013, when monetary policy rates had already hit zero and inflation fell below the CNB's
tolerance band. This was eventually removed in June-2017.
The prospect of a sub-27.000 EUR/CZK drove foreign holdings of Czech government bonds
to a record 50% in the few months after the removal of the floor, almost double that seen in
the six months prior. These foreign holdings have stayed elevated around the 40% mark
through to the most recent data, ended 31 January, supported by nine rate hikes totalling
200bp during the period since the floor was removed. This suggests EUR/CZK has been
persistently oversold and this has ultimately left the CZK vulnerable in this current
environment that has been dominated by coronavirus concerns.
Back to Index Page

In a similar vein, the EPFR-tracked Czech bond fund data shows an increase in the
cumulative net flows in the wake of the removal of the 27 EUR/CZK floor, to almost 15% in
February, but have since started to decline.
Exacerbating this recent change of fortunes for EUR/CZK has been the aggressive pricing of
Czech rate cuts. Despite a reluctance from the central bank to signal imminent policy easing,
the CNB was considered to be the most likely CE4 central bank to react to the increasing
headwinds to economic activity posed by the coronavirus outbreak. Forward rate
agreements had been pricing in 50bp of rate cuts within 3-months, the most in the region.
The emergency 50bp rate cut to 1.75% from the CNB on 16 March confirmed the markets
had been right to price in such action. The reduction reversed the two quarter point hikes
made over the past year, in May 2019 and most recently, in February.
Following the rate cut, Governor Rusnok said the central bank will be monitoring the
situation daily and is ready to lower the benchmark rate further should the economic
situation require.
Charts still point higher for EUR/CZK, but corrective pullbacks could be swift when
situation calms

Rusnok said after the emergency rate cut the bank did not consider it necessary to intervene
against the Koruna's fall at this point; FX moves could be seen as natural behaviour in an
open economy amid turmoil, but the CNB does have a pain threshold and would act with its
hefty foreign reserves if it needed to.
The prospect of additional rate cuts keeps the door open to further EUR/CZK upside in the
near-term at least and for now, the charts suggest there is scope to 28.517 next, following
the brief breach of the 28 mark in recent sessions.
continued page 8
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Czech Koruna – cont’d
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continued page 9
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Czech Koruna – cont’d
That said, a weaker Koruna is already loosening monetary conditions, so we would suggest
more aggressive easing - which would weigh further on the Czech yield advantage - is
unlikely. Rate cuts aside, the Czech economy is by no means a weak point in Emerging
Markets. In fact, it is one of the most stable: a high income nation with very little debt to
GDP and low unemployment.
Additionally, EUR/CZK positioning should be cleaner following a shake-out of those long held
short positions and this means the pair may be able to enjoy a smoother downward path
when the situation calms.
Our technical analysts suggest there is mounting risk for a pullback, though with 26.07926.203 likely to remain a key support area.
• Completed a 2-3/4 year base over 24.767 (14 February, seven-year low) and surged to
post new 5-1/4 year highs just above 28.000
• Bullish studies suggest upside potential to 28.517 (2015 peak - 12 January), beyond
which would signal new 11-year highs towards 28.665 (26 February 2009 high)
• Sustained gains would expose 29.365 (equality of the long-term 23.933/28.517 rally from
24.781), perhaps 29.680 (2009 peak - 17 February)
• Some increasingly over-extended studies suggest mounting risk for a pullback, but only
below 26.754 (17 March low) would delay for former highs between 26.079-26.203

Back to Index Page
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The AUD Week - Bias is Bearish
By Mark Mitchell, Senior Analyst

continued page 11
Back to Index Page
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The AUD Week – cont’d
Expected AUD/USD trading range: 0.5500-0.6000

transmission rates.

It is hard to know where to start when writing these weeks ahead at the moment. Volatility
in FX markets is extraordinarily high, with the range in AUD/USD so far this month being a
quite incredible 0.5510 to 0.6685.

Techs note :

Last Thursday the RBA cut rates once again to 0.25% and said that they would start to
purchase Australian govt bonds from Mar 20. The purchases were conducted across the
yield curve, with Governor Lowe declaring that we are clearly living through extra-ordinary
times and that they did not take these decisions lightly. Their target is the three year bond
yield of around 0.25%.

AUD/USD TECH - Ranging over last week's .5510 low
• Rebounded off last week's .5510 low, just ahead of a long-term Fibonacci projection at
.5507
• Deeply oversold RSI readings suggest potential for further recovery to .6098, poss tough
.6236/.6326 zone, before sellers return
• Below .5510/07 resumes course lower, risking to .5403/.5341 next

So far today the RBA has bought Aud 4bln worth of local govt bonds.
The Governor admitted that the fall in the Aussie has been a great shock absorber, but
then added that they haven't needed to intervene, although they are prepared to. Lowe
added that we haven't judged conditions as being poor enough to intervene.
The Australian govt ramped up their controls overnight to stop the spread of Covid-19,
ordering pubs, restaurants and casinos to close, which sent Aussie stocks 5.6% lower to
their lowest levels since Dec 2012.
Data wise this week it is tonight's Australian flash PMIs that will hold the most interest, but
they will be horrible and are likely to worsen in Apr, so we doubt there will be much
reaction.
If pushed and we would be very reticent to do so, we would still be looking at selling
Aud/Usd on rallies, with sellers expected to return on any recovery into 0.6000, while long
term bargain hunters may decide levels down at 0.5500 are cheap. While Usd funding
remains an issue, the Dollar is set to reign supreme, but the US administration's heel
dragging in terms of fiscal stimulus, is not a good look.
RISKS - There are still many twists and turns to come in this unprecedented event, but
normalisation is not going to be seen until the West starts to see a dropping of Covid 19
Back to Index Page
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China Insight: What Does Recent IRS Curve Steepening
Imply?
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
China's activity growth data for February was much weaker than expected, suggesting
there is a very good chance the Q1 GDP y/y will fall into negative territory.

Among forecasts from major investment banks, the most pessimistic ones for China's Q1
growth y/y are now in the -7/-9% range instead of +2/+3% territory seen a month ago,
while that for the 2020 full-year growth are in the +1/+3% area rather than +4/+5%.

To avoid the economy worsening further in the aftermath of the COVID-19 outbreak,
Beijing inevitably has to ramp up fiscal spending substantially over the rest of the year.

Given the postponement of the National People’s Congress (NPC) meeting which was
initially scheduled for early-March, we so far have no official data on how much the
government will spend in 2020. However, with the onshore CNY IRS curve steepening
sharply recently (chart 1), we doubt the potential increase in government expenditure will
be small. Meanwhile, we reckon most (if not all) of the extra spending will be financed by
the issuance of special bonds, in particular, the long-term ones. As per chart 2, special
bond issuance increased substantially in Jan and Feb, which may be setting a trend for
most of the year.
continued page 13
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China Insight – cont’d
Recall, the batch of special MOF bonds (8 issues) issued in 2007 was in size for as much as
CNY1540bn. The 8 issues involved were evenly split across 10-year and 15-year maturities.
Afterwards, the MOF issued another batch of special MOF bonds (3 issues) in 2017 to raise
some CNY636bn. The maturities of those 3 bond issues ranged from 5 to 7 years. This track
record reflects Beijing's strong bias in favour of financing special needs by issuance of longterm bonds.

Back to Index Page

With central government and local governments continuing to be highly-geared (chart 3),
we are afraid that a substantial increase in fiscal spending financed by issuance of long-term
bonds will stir up speculation over a sustained rise in long-term financing costs.
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Know The Flows: Investors Turn Investment Grade Funds to
Cash in mid-March
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
Seeking to liquidate assets without locking in big losses, investors cashed out of Bond Funds on an
epic scale during the third week of March. Outflows from all EPFR-tracked Bond Funds set a new
weekly record that was four times bigger than the previous record set the week before. Funds
with investment grade mandates bore the brunt of the latest redemptions as investors sought to
liquidate holdings that have incurred the smallest losses since the coronavirus epidemic began to
stampede global markets. Year-to-date, Bond Funds have posted a collective loss of under 5%
compared to the over 20% decline recorded by all Equity Funds.
Underneath the broad tides of redemptions, which also carried away the 61-week inflow streak
compiled by funds with socially responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and governance (ESG)
mandates, fixed income investors continued reducing risk and shortening duration while equity
investors evaluated their exposure on a market-by-market basis.
Overall, net redemptions from EPFR-tracked Bond Funds during the week totaled $108 billion.
Balanced and Alternative Funds also set new weekly outflow records as investors redeemed a net
$27.9 billion and $5.7 billion respectively from the two groups while $20.6 billion flowed out of
Equity Funds. Flows into Money Market Funds exceeded $90 billion for the second straight week
despite the largest outflows on record from Europe Money Market Funds.
At the single country and asset class fund levels, Total Return, Mortgage Backed, High Yield,
Convertible and Municipal Bond Funds all set new weekly outflow marks, as did UK, Romania,
Greece and Thailand Bond Funds. Flows into Taiwan Equity Funds hit their highest level in over
nine months, Brazil Equity Funds took in fresh money for the fifth straight week -- and 12th time
in the past 14 – and China Equity Funds recorded their biggest inflow since early 3Q15 when
Chinese authorities were moving to contain a major selloff in domestic markets.
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For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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The following pages are dedicated to:
Technical Analysis
IGM’s global team of Technical Analysts
constantly look for interesting patterns in
prevailing price action of a broad range of
currency pairs, fixed income and
commodity products.
We will highlight the most compelling on
these pages.
For information on the full spectrum
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BTP/Bund Spread – Reversal From 279 Targets 161/129
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Surged from a six-month double bottom over 129/130 (2019/2020 lows) to reach 279 (near
76.4% retracement of 327/129 narrowing), before reversing

•

Over 61.8% of the recent 130-279 widening has now been retraced and deteriorating
studies suggest initial risk to 161

•

A downside break confirms a return to the key 129/130 lows

•

Only a return above 233 would avert and suggest renewed widening to 279

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Look for further narrowing to 161, below which re-opens the key 129/130 lows. Reverse stance
on a return above 233
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

327
297
287
279
233

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

176
161
130
114
92

Resistance Levels
2018 matching higher – 18 October/20 November
6 December 2018 lower high
2019 matching peaks – 8 February and 31 May
2020 peak - 17 March, near 76.4% retracement of 327/129 narrowing
13 March 2020 former low
Support Levels
2 March 2020 low former high, near the 200DMA at 170
3 March 2020 low, near 76.4% retracement of 130-279 rally
2020 base – 12/13 February
2018 base – 24 April
2 December 2015 higher low
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USD Index – Bulls Eye 107.18-109.14 Fibonacci Confluence
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
• Last major attempt to sell-off (from 103.82) stalled at 88.253, near the 200-Month MA
• This month’s sharp spike down to 94.650 and subsequent rebound higher, suggests renewed
bullish impetus

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Scope is seen for further recovery, targeting a cluster of Fibonacci resistance levels in the 107.18109.14 area. Below 94.650 signals bullish failure.
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

111.31
109.14
107.49
107.18
103.82

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

99.667
94.650
88.253
78.906
70.698

Resistance Levels
17 September 2001 low
76.4% of 121.02-70.698 fall
.618x 72.696-103.82 rally projected off 88.253
1x 70.698-89.624 rally projected off 88.253
3 January 2017 high
Support Levels
1 October 2019 high
9 March 2020 low
16 February 2018 low
8 May 2014 low
17 March 2008 low, near the 4 May 2011 low at 72.696
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Gold – Support at 1445.70 is Key to Longer-Term Direction
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Fell dramatically from 1703.39 (9 March, 7¼ year low) to threaten 1445.70 (23 November
2019 base), before stabilizing

•

Long-term studies remain constructive and while 1445.70 holds, bulls will try resuming the
broader uptrend

•

Above 1553.91/1597.98 would signal a return to the 1703.39 peak and beyond

•

Decisively below 1445.70 averts, signals a 7-1/2month top and risks clustered support
between 1381.90/1400.58

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Buy dips as bulls seek to resume the long-term uptrend for 1597.98/1703.39. Stop and reverse on
a sustained break under 1445.70 as this would negate bulls and confirm broader topping
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1754.46
1723.45
1703.39
1597.98
1553.91

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1445.70
1381.90
1346.80
1319.94
1266.35

Resistance Levels
23 November 2012 lower high
12 December 2012 high
2020 peak – 9 March, near 76.4% retrace of the entire 1921.17/1046.44, 2011-2015 fall
13 March 2020 high
17 March 2020 high, near 28 February 2020 low at 1563.07
Support Levels
23 November 2019 base, nr 16 March 2020 low/50% of 1160.39/1703.39 at 1451.55/1431.89
1 July 2019 low, nr 1 August 2019 higher low/61.8% of 1160.39/1703.39 at 1400.58/1367.82
20 February 2019 former high
11 June 2019 higher low
2019 low – 2 May, near 76.4% retrace of 1160.39/1703.39 at 1288.54
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IFI: who we are and how to contact us
Informa Financial Intelligence (IFI), a unit of Informa plc (LSE: INF), provides fund
flows, asset allocation, FX, credit issuance and banking data, quantitative products,
research and analysis to financial institutions - both public and private - around the
world. Our market moving data services include daily, weekly, and monthly equity
and fixed income fund flows and monthly fund allocations by country, sector and
industry.
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